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NEWSLETTER – May 2013

Once again this issue is a little late; now that I am not fully employed and supposed to be retired it is amazing
how many tasks that suddenly crop up that need ones attention. My to do list is not getting shorter even though I
am clearing at least 2 or 3 tasks a day. One word of advice to all is DO NOT show the list to your other half as
she will soon find other tasks to add to it!

The month of May has seen some activities at the club and amongst our members all of which is mentioned
below. I have also been busy filling up our Events Calendar so please make a note of what appeals to you and
diarise it. I have also included other swapmeets and toy shows etc, all of which contribute to our hobby.

Member News
We welcome new members to our club; may you enjoy our company, our layouts and all activities. In return we
would love to see your trains in action, and to contribute to our layouts and general activities with whatever skills
that you have.

I am glad to report that Paul Jackson has fully recovered and is alive and well and full of new ideas and
enthusiasm. Also I believe that Geoff Kingsburgh is recovering and is getting on with is new layout. Ken Baisley
is recuperating with his family in East London, get well soon Ken we miss you.

Also glad to have Theuns Wessels back home, Theuns is a senior manager with ESCOM with responsibility for
the High Voltage transmission lines all over the country so he is often away from home for many days sorting out
problems. Thanks Theuns for keeping the power flowing!! (However when we have a blackout.*#$&%%..???)

Layout Visits Report Back
The most recent layout visit was to John Burkhardt's Bahnhof on the 28

th
April. As I did not receive a layout

report John contacted those who did visit his layout and as a result I have received many photos and comments.
Rather than condense these into one write up I have included all below as they came.

From Jim McLuskie

Dear John,
I am in Europe just now.
I was impressed with several things:

smooth slow running of your trains
Track diagrams
The overall layout design that gives different environments in which the railway operates

I ski often in Colorado and have been in Denver many times so it was interesting for me to see
your interpretation and so many station names that I know.

From Kevin Chamberlain, Visit to John Burkhardt's Layout.

On Sunday 28
th

April, Emrig's monthly home layout visit came around again, and this time, John Burkhardt kindly
offered to host the event by opening his home to the club members so they could see the efforts made by
himself in the layout room.

It had been a while since my last visit to John's layout, as a visitor during his monthly Friday evening operating
sessions. When I was last there, the layout was fully operational, with a timed operating session in place but
comprised solely of track on plank, with the odd building in place. Since then with the help of Johan de Villiers,
scenery has been added to parts of the layout, with the result that these sections have been brought to life.
The one part of the layout that had me returning again and again to admire, was the narrow gauge town on the
upper level above double cross. Small details have been added to the buildings and scenery which tempt the
visitor to look closer.



The layout is centred around Denver, Colorado, USA during the steam to diesel era with a pleasant mix of
powerful steam locomotives hauling coal and mixed freight, and EMD diesel ABBA units being used in regular
passenger service. During the operating sessions, yard crews are kept busy making up, and breaking down
trains while keeping up with the on time, mainline action. The layout is controlled using a Digitrax system with
sound decoders fitted to all locomotives.

During the visit, a few visitors were invited to run a train, so it was a pleasure to see an empty coal drag and a
few passenger trains make their trip around the layout.

Another show stopper was the trip made by a wagon mounted camera train making its way around the layout,
with all the visitors concentrating on the TV screen mounted at the end of the layout. It was nice to see John's
layout from another perspective.

John also demonstrated the camera system he uses for the hidden staging parts of the layout.

After taking in all the action on the layout, some of the visitors stayed on and enjoyed an afternoon braai with
John. I can summarise by saying that I had a most enjoyable day doing what I feel is one of the nicest features
of the club, and that is spending time with other members of the club, at the home layout visit.

Thanks go to John and Avril for hosting us for the day.

Kevin Chamberlain



Below are some photograhs that I chose from Johns extensive collection. I have seen his layout develop over
the past few years and it has transformed from “many tracks on many planks” that needed some imagination to
see the scenery to one that is becoming very attractive thanks to the skill of Johan de Villiers and Johns
imagination. The photos below show some of this new scenery, and his tracklaying standards!





From Jean Dulez

Here's my take:

John Burkhardt's extensive US HO layout conveys the essence of what the railroads in the west were actually
like during the late steam era. Apart from the considerable array of locomotives and rolling stock, there are
numerous and varied town/rural additions and a great round house. The operation of trains is also very
interesting, running about on several circuit passes. John has spent many years on his project and no doubt still
has more work to add in the future.

What was of particular interest for me was the prototypic HoN3 circuit, complete with all the requisite Colorado
type village and side scenery, no doubt one of only a handful of such narrow gauge layouts anywhere in the
country.

Thanks again, John and hope to revisit soon; one really needs much more time to absorb all this level of detail!

From Paul Jackson,

Hi Colin,

Visit was great; the turn out from the club was a little disappointing. John and Avril’s hospitality was fantastic, the
Braai and the spread was excellent. (The standards set by the ladies of EMRIG are unbeatable and I don’t mean
competition between the Ladies, they all really seem to enjoy having the group in their homes. Thank you
Ladies.)

John’s layout, as can be seen by the photo’s is typically ‘Swiss’, not a blade of grass out of place, each tree is
told to stand up straight and not slouch. There is not a piece of paper or rubbish in the village or on the farm; I
believe the animals even have to line up to go to the toilet.

It’s fantastic, some real good scenery and ideas. For me personally, that is what the club is all about, if we each
share the others ideas and are happy to ‘constructively criticise’ we can really lift the levels of model building.

Regards, Paul Jackson



Many thanks to all contributors, some great comments about a great layout, and special thanks to John B.

Progress Report on the Exhibition layouts

Both are being worked on in the background by John De Villiers and the Chamberlain brothers at their



homes. Since Hobbitech we have been invited to display both at a Hobby and Model Expo at the
Greenstone Mall, by Sandy of Caves Toys and Hobbies. Date to be confirmed but probably the
weekend of 6 and 7th July. As usual some assistance with transport and manning please.

Confirmed visit to Sentra Rand shunting yard

Thanks to Shane this visit now confirmed for Friday 14th June at 12 noon AT SENTRA RAND, so we meet
at the Checkers Car Park at 11h15 and then go as a group, sharing transport to Sentra Rand. Only 9 coming so
far so if you want to come give me a ring SMS or e mail.

Attendance at the club layouts

From comments received and discussions with some I believe that the present arrangement whereby the layouts
are accessible to members on every Saturday morning, 9 till 1pm or later, and only the second Sunday of the
month is acceptable and adequate. Wednesdays come and go as you please for those who have keys.
However we need some laid on activity at least once a month to attract members to congregate and socialise.
Hence the monthly layout visits, my proposed Operating Session, and clinics, workshops and talks as requested.
Any offers.

Paul Jackson has suggested a slide show/ video event. He has recently been to China where he visited several
manufacturing plants, the Great Wall and some cities. He wishes to share his experiences with us so we are
considering locations, venues, time of day etc. I feel that a Saturday afternoon, in someone’s double garage,
bring your own chairs and drinks, and see Pauls slide show and some railway related slides of videos. I have
several and so will many of you, so how about it. Any comments, suggestions and other ideas? A chance for a
member without a home layout to contribute to club activities.

Forthcoming Events

14
th

June the visit to Sentra Rand marshalling yard is confirmed.
30

th
June we are invited by Jim McLuskie to see his fine Western Region Layout.

See the events calendar for other future events

EVENTS Calendar

Attached is latest updated events calendar. Note that I have included other outside events such as other swap
meets and toy fairs all of which could be of interest to us modellers.

We now have 2 more members’ layout visits confirmed by Ralph Davey and Doug Langford. Both are on a
Sunday 10am onwards and both hosts have offered soup and a roll. Doug has also invited, (or rather his wife
has) all wives to see their collection of dolls houses. This is another prize winning collection and is a must see,
even for the railway guys. Further details will come later.

We also have another layout visit invitation by Wynand Coetzer of Vereeniging on Sunday 14
th

July, time midday
10 ish onwards. He has also offered soup and a roll as refreshments. More detail to be obtained and provided to
all later.

So 3 dates that you must diarise and attend

Items for Sale
Now and then members have items for sale so if you want them to be mentioned in this Newsletter let me know,
give me the details and I will include them here.

Swapmeet at EMRIG on 27th July

How about someone providing hot dogs, coffee etc for the visitors. Can we do it as a fund raiser for
the club, any volunteers to get our wives together as our catering team?? Or do we get a professional
caterer to perform this service for us. Comments??

Cheers for now and
Happy Modelling,

Colin TT 082 828 0665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za


